2017, Natalie Nahinney and Claire Anderson were the Regional Champions in Open Flat and Intermediate Fences.

2015-2016 show season, two riders qualified to compete at both Zone and National Finals.
THE SPORT CLUBS EXPERIENCE

“We are the only competitive collegiate equestrian team in western Canada! Through local connections in the Vancouver area, we have established a network of student-riders at UBC, allowing us to continue competing in the sport we love, while also pursuing our academic goals at a great university. There are 4 executive positions per Sport Club that students can take on, and these positions give athletes a chance to take on a greater amount of responsibility and allows them to create an environment that would be desirable as a team member.

Furthermore, as we primarily compete in the United States, joining our team gives athletes a chance to take on a greater amount of responsibility and allows them to create an environment that would be desirable as a team member.

The Equestrian Sport Club aims to raise additional funds to financially support students on the roster. In the 2017-18 season, the team raised over $2,000 in funds, which was allocated towards lesson packages, competition fees and mock practice shows.

Philanthropic Work

The Equestrian Sport Club is committed to giving back to the community and supporting various causes. The club participates in the annual Spin-A-Thon, a fundraising event that helps support Right to Play programs and promotes physical activity for Aboriginal Youths in their pursuit for sport.

— Megan Ross